James Rodger Miller was born in Cornwall, Ontario, 28 April 1943. He earned his BA (1966), MA (1967) and PhD (1972) from the University of Toronto. His PhD thesis, “The Impact of the Jesuits’ Estates Act on Canadian Politics, 1888-1891,” was under the supervision of D.G. Creighton. He joined the University of Saskatchewan in 1970 as assistant professor history, and by 1979 had been promoted to full professor. In 2001 he was appointed Canada Research Chair in Native-Newcomer Relations.

Dr. Miller is a nationally recognized historian and the author or editor of nine books and numerous articles in leading academic journals. *Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens* (1989), a history of Indian/white relations in Canada, was recognized as an 1993 outstanding North American book on the subject of human rights by the Gustavus Myers Centre for the study of Human Rights; *Shingwauk’s Vision*, widely regarded as a seminal work on Native residential schools, was named the co-winner of the non-fiction category of the Saskatchewan Book Awards (1996) and winner of the J. W. Dafoe Prize for the book which best contributes to the understanding of Canada or its place in the world (1997). He was named a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, was awarded the University of Saskatchewan Distinguished Researcher award, and received the SSHRC Gold Medal for Achievement, that agency’s highest honour. His current research centres on reconciliation for residential school survivors, and education for aboriginal youth.

Miller’s publications include:

*Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in Canada*, 1989  
*Sweet Promises: A Reader on Indian-White Relations in Canada*, 1991  
*Big Bear (Mistahimusqua)*, 1996  
*Bounty and Benevolence: A Documentary History of Saskatchewan Treaties*, 1998  
*Lethal Legacy: Current Native Controversies in Canada*, 2004  
*Reflections on Native-Newcomer Relations: Selected Essays*, 2004  
This fonds contains materials relating to Miller’s publications, lectures, and presentations; his work with various associations and bodies, including the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council; his departmental and university commitments; and his work with the University of Saskatchewan Faculty Association. It has been organized into 10 series:

1. Personal
   1.1 General
   1.2 Consulting Work
   1.3 Correspondence

2. Academic – Publications, Presentations and Research
   2.1 Articles
   2.2 Books
   2.3 Book Reviews
   2.4 Conference Presentations and Other Addresses

3. Assessments (Peer Review)
   3.1 Manuscripts (Articles and Books)
   3.2 Grants

4. Associations and External Committees

5. Clippings

6. Lectures / Courses Taught
   6.1 Classes
   6.2 Class Evaluations

7. Projects

8. Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)
   8.1 General
   8.2 Published

9. University of Saskatchewan
   9.1 General
   9.2 Department of History
   9.3 Leave - Japan

10. University of Saskatchewan Faculty Association

Please note there is some overlap between series: conference or other presentations may be revised for publication; correspondence files may include materials relating to the University or the department of history; etc.

**There are restrictions on this collection.** The correspondence section must be reviewed prior to access; grant assessments and the series on SSHRC are restricted, as are those other files noted in the guide which include personal materials. Please consult with an archivist.

Further accruals are expected.

Donated to the University of Saskatchewan Archives by JR Miller in 2011.
Series 1. Personal

1.1 General

Audio-Visual.

Yale Belanger. – 2006.
   Comments on draft article, “The Six Nations of Grand River Territory’s Attempts at Renewing International Political Relationships to 1924.”

   Mission statement, bank information; materials relating to proposed conference and centennial book (eventually published as Perspectives of Saskatchewan).


Curriculum Vitae. – 1982-2010. – 3 folders.
   See also below, University – Department of History – CV Updates and Salary Review for lists and evidence of annual work.

Dean of Social Sciences – Calgary. – 1993.


   Manuscript of Oskaboose’s experience in residential schools; correspondence with Oskaboose and Fraser Seeley, Fifth House, concerning possible publication.

   Comments on conference paper, “Ethnohistory and the Development of Native Law in Canada: the Example of the Métis Viewed from the Perspective of an Expert Witness.”

   Comments on draft article, “Resistance Narratives in the Family Stories of Canadian Fathers of the Baby Boom Generation.”

   Regarding the position of chair, Department of History.
1.2 Consulting Work

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Archival Documents. – 3 folders.
   Folders 1-2: Box 1
   Folder 3: Box 2

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Rebecca Brain.

Castle Mountain / Siksika. – Concordance Tables.

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Correspondence. – textual records, 4 CDs.

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Index. – textual records, 2 CDs.

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Other Materials.

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Pleadings.

   Includes Tribe Under Trust; “One Hundred Years of Treaty Seven” (Hugh Dempsey);
   “The First Indian ‘Reserves’ in Canada.”

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Report.

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Sessional Papers – Indian Affairs Annual Reports. – 4 folders.
   Printouts from online versions, primarily.
   Folders 1-2: Box 2
   Folders 3-4: Box 3

Castle Mountain / Siksika – Summary of Key Evidence.

   Relating to Ermineskin / Samson v. Her Majesty the Queen.

   Background and draft of report on context of treaty-making at the time of Treaty 6.
   Included is a copy of a report by Jim Chamberlain; reference material including an
   excerpt from The Canadian North-West (EH Oliver); Victorian Military Campaigns (ed.
   Brian Bond); and Queen Victoria’s Little Wars (Byron Farwell); etc.

Final report, together with outlines and reference material cited, including “The Last Letters of Rev. George McDougall” (Hugh Dempsey); “Wikaskikiseyin,” DCB; Sessional Papers: annual report, Department of the Interior, 1877; excerpt from The Treaties of Canada… (Alexander Morris); Bounty and Benevolence (Tough, Miller and Ray); Indians in the Fur Trade (Arthur Ray); Buffalo Days and Nights (Peter Erasmus); The Plains Cree: Trade, Diplomacy and War, 1790 to 1870 (John Milloy); The Plains Cree (David Mandelbaum); Indian Tribes of Alberta (Hugh Dempsey); “Two Views on the Meaning of Treaties Six and Seven” (John Leonard Taylor); The Canadian Prairies (Gerald Friesen); etc.

Includes copies / excerpts from: “Taxation,” from Aboriginal Peoples and the Law (Richard Bartlett); Indians and Taxation in Canada (Richard Bartlett); Final Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples; Tax Planning for First Nations; Aboriginal Law: Cases, Materials and Commentary (Thomas Isaac); Bounty and Benevolence (Tough, Miller and Ray); Aboriginal Taxation in Canada 1998; The Alberta Field Force of 1885 (Jack Dunn); Aboriginal Law Handbook (Imai, Logan, Stein); Pendulum of Power (J. Murray Beck); “The Last Letters of Rev. George McDougall” (Hugh Dempsey); etc.


Box 4

Draft, final version, and sources cited in the report. These include “Canada and the Aboriginal Peoples 1867-1927” (Miller); “Two Views on the Meaning of Treaties Six and Seven” (John Leonard Taylor); excerpt from The Treaties of Canada… (Alexander Morris); Sessional Papers: annual report, Department of the Interior, 1877; “The Origin of the Treaty Rights Movement in Saskatchewan” (John Tobias).

Ochapowace – Correspondence. – 2001-2002.
Regarding R v Ochapowace Ski Resort Inc. et al.

Correspondence regarding the judgment; and a draft copy of the notice of appeal.

Ochapowace – Reference and Correspondence.

Miller’s “Report on Ochapowace Cree Nation,” April 2010, together with comments from legal firm, and a “discussion guide” and document index and summaries, prepared by Lockhart & Associates.

Sources cited in the report.
Folder 1 includes “Bison in Alberta” (Michael Clayton Wilson); excerpts from Gerald Friesen’s *The Canadian Prairies*; “The Historical Development of the Indian Act,” John Leslie and Ron Maguire; “Social Life” from *The Plains Cree*, (David Mandelbaum); excerpts from Miller’s *Shingwauk’s Vision* and *Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens*; excerpts from *The Plains Cree: Trade, Diplomacy and War, 1790-1870* (John Milloy); “The Robinson Treaties,” (Alexander Morris); excerpt from *Indians in the Fur Trade* (Arthur Ray); excerpts from *Bounty and Benevolence*; excerpts from “Many Tender Ties” (Sylvia Van Kirk).
Folder 2 includes various excerpts from RG 10 (Indian Affairs); the Sessional Papers, primarily annual reports from Indian Affairs; copies of the Hudson’s Bay Company charter and the Royal proclamation of 1763; etc.


Williams Lake. – 1998.
Regarding *Johnson et al v Her Majesty the Queen et al*.
Includes correspondence, statement of claim, a list of documents for the court; and Miller’s report on the federal government residential school policy, done at the request of Swinton and Company, Vancouver, in connection with litigation by former residential school students of Williams Lake School, B.C. The case was settled out of court.

**Box 5**

1.3 Correspondence
Correspondence – 1982.
Correspondence – 1983.
Correspondence – 1988-1990.

**Box 6**


Box 7

Correspondence – 1997.
Correspondence – 1998.
Correspondence – 1999.
Correspondence – 2000.

Box 8

Correspondence – 2001.
Correspondence – 2001-2002.
Correspondence – 2003-2006.
Correspondence – 2008.
Correspondence – 2011.
Correspondence – Department. – 1977-1978.
Correspondence with departmental colleagues during a sabbatical leave.
Correspondence – Mary Hardes. – RESTRICTED.

Folders 1-2: Box 8
Folders 3-4: Box 9
Native Discussion List.

**Series 2 Academic – Publications, Presentations and Research**

**2.1 Articles and Chapters in Books**


   Published in *Vox*. Includes a published response and correspondence; reference materials including “The Status of Women in the Historical Profession in Canada: 1989 Survey” (Linda Kealey); “The Status of Women in Canadian Geography” (Suzanne Mackenzie); “The Changing Academic Market Place: An Analytical Review of the Literature” (AUCC); etc.


   Review article, considering various works by and about Colin Thatcher and the murder of JoAnn Wilson. Drafts, background materials.

   Presented to the Nineteenth-Century Society (U of S).

“Canada and the Aboriginal Peoples, 1867-1927.”
   CHA booklet.

   Op-ed piece provided to the Globe and Mail. The file also includes materials relating to events in other countries, including Lithuania and New Zealand; Miller’s response to a piece by Tom Flanagan in the Globe; The Apology - #3 in a Series (“The Apology: A
Signal for a ‘New Dawn’ in Canada? A Summary of Opinion’); advance copy of the Prime Minister’s “apology” speech with notes made by Miller, who was the on-air expert during CBC’s “Politics” with Don Newman; clippings; etc.

**Box 10**


*Canadian Indian Policy* - “Owen Glendower, Hotspur, and Canadian Indian Policy.” – 1987-1990. – 2 folders. Drafts, revisions, final version and offprint, together with some correspondence. Includes “But will they come? Indians as victims and Indians as Agents,” subsequently re-titled “But will they come? Indian Policy and Its Administration.” Note that a version was given as a lecture, part of the history department colloquium series.

**Box 11**

*Canadian Indian Policy* – “Owen…” – Correspondence. – 1988-1993. With editor; including some materials relating to changes to the text; with publishers requesting permission to reprint; etc.


*Canadian Indian Policy* – “Owen…” – Reference Material – Potlach and Dancing.


*Canadian Indian Policy* –“Owen…” – Reference Material - Secondary Sources – Historiographical. Includes notes, excerpts from *Crown and Calumet* (Colin Galloway); *The Indians in American Society* (Francis Prucha); *The Ambiguous Iroquois Empire* (Francis Jennings); “The Iroquois in Canada” (Robert Surtees); “Iroquois Alliances in American History” and “The Indians’ Revolution” (Francis Jennings); “The Wilderness War of Pontiac;” “Tecumseh, the Greatest Indian;” etc.

Chapter in *New Histories for Old: Changing Perspectives on Canada’s Native Pasts* (Ted Binnema and Susan Neylan, eds).

“Contrary to Popular Opinion…a sabbatical is not a holiday.” – 1989.
Published in the *Green and White*.

Articles for *World Book Encyclopaedia*.

Published in *CHR*.

**Box 12**


Published in the *Historical Dictionary of Education in Manitoba*.
See also above, “As a Politician He is a Great Enigma….”

Published in *University Forum*. Includes “A Comparison of the Japanese and Australian University Systems” (Allan Patience); “The Puzzle of Higher Education in Japan” (John Zeugner); and “Odyssey in Japan…” (John and Hazel Feldhusen); drafts and correspondence.


*Prairie Forum*.

Encarta - Correspondence. - 1999-2000. – textual records, 1 disk.
Relating to three articles for the Microsoft Encarta Encyclopedia.

Encarta – “Indian Treaties in Canada.”

Encarta – “Residential Schools.”

Enarta – “Royal Proclamation of 1763.”

“Indian Residential Schools, Canada.”
Published in *Ontario History*.

Review article, published in the *Journal of Canadian Studies*.

Reference materials include clippings, provincial government press releases, the USFA “Negotiations 1981” newsletter; *Social Sciences in Canada* (vol. 9 no. 2); copy of a statement issued by Allan MacEachen, then Minister of Finance; etc. Article published in *NeWest Review*.

Initially published in the *CHR* as a review article and subsequently republished in *The Prairie West* (Francis and Palmer, eds). Correspondence, drafts, and reference material.


Published in RHAF.

“I Can Only Tell What I Know’: Shifting Notions of Historical Understanding in the 1990s.”
Conference presentation.

A review of an article by this title for *Funk & Wagnalls New Encyclopedia*, making revisions to it; subsequently contributing a new article by the same title to Encarta.

See also Conference Presentations: “Indian-White Relations in Canada: The Case of Residential Schooling.” CJNE.

Published in *NeWest Review*.

– 3 folders.
Co-authored with Myra Rutherdale, York University.
   Presented at the “Majesty in Canada” conference in Edinburgh; subsequently adapted as a chapter in Canada and the End of Empire.

“I will accept…” – Correspondence.
   Primarily concerning the conference; includes “A Not Unwilling Subject: Canada and Her Queen” (Peter Trepanier).

“I will accept…” – Reference Material.
   Includes “The Last Great Royal Tour: Queen Elizabeth’s 1959 Tour to Canada” (Philip Buckner) with Miller’s comments.

Box 14

   Drafts and correspondence.


   First prepared as a presentation at the inaugural conference of the Humanities Research Unit, University of Saskatchewan; subsequently published in Scrutiny: A Monthly Bulletin Devoted to Education in Saskatchewan and Bulletin: The Canadian Federation for the Humanities. File includes drafts, correspondence, “The Humanities in the University of the Future” by Eva Kushner; first newsletter from the HRU; reference materials; etc.


   Review article; published in The Literary Review of Canada.


   Article for a CD-ROM on Canada: Confederation to the Present, produced by Chinook Media.

Published in Inno’va-tion: Essays by Leading Canadian Researchers.

Drafts for chapter in a proposed book edited by Ken Coates and Robin Fisher; the book was not to have been published. Includes correspondence and reference articles, including “Transcending the ‘unacknowledged quarantine’: Putting Religion into English-Canadian Women’s History” (Ruth Compton Brouwer); “Aboriginal Education in Canada as Internal Colonialism” (David G. Perley); “The Persistence of Natives” (P.N. Limerick); “From Bullets to Boarding Schools” (David Wallace Adams); “Imperialism in the Religious Education of Cultural Minorities” (Charles Foster); etc.

Box 15

“Equal Rights Association” and “Protestant Protective Association;” drafts and correspondence.

Articles on Riel, Sir W.R. Meredith, and D’Alton McCarthy.

Chapter in The Regions and People of Canada: A Historical Overview (Douglas Francis, ed). Reference materials; drafts and correspondence.

Initially written as part of a panel discussion at CHA (“Making Sense of Oka”) with Louise Tremblay, Donald Smith, and Michel Girard, this was expanded into an article published in Native Studies Review 7 no. 1 (1991). Includes original, final, annotated draft, and correspondence with editor Laurie Barron.
See also above, The Mythology of Oka.”

Oka - “Great White Father…” – Correspondence.
Includes updates/newsletter from the Liberation of the Mohawk Nation Defense Fund; correspondence regarding a possible book treatment on Oka by Miller; photocopies of images taken by Robert Fréchette at Oka; etc.

Correspondence, draft copies of Miller’s presentation for CHA, as well as a copy of Smith’s presentation, “Adding to the Confusion…”; reference materials including “A Tale of Two Ethnicities…” (M. Jean Black); “Les assiégés de fort Oka” (J.B. Nadeau); “Feather and Gun: Confrontation at Oka/Kanesatake.”


Oka - “Great White Father…” – Reference Material – Other.
  Includes lists of recent publications and book reviews; copy of poster “By Any Means Necessary…”; excerpts from recherches amérindiennes au québec; a copy of “Bridges and Barricades: In Defense of Mohawk Land;” poetry; and a Decima Research report on “public opinion surrounding the events at Oka, Quebec,” etc.

Oka - “Great White Father…” – Reference Material – Other – Archives. – textual records, 1 photograph. – 3 folders.
  Includes handwritten notes; copies of materials from LAC, McCord and United Church Archives, etc.; correspondence regarding an access to information request; etc.
  Include print of LAC image C 3825, view of Lake of Two Mountains.
  Folder 1 – Box 15
  Folders 2-3 – Box 16

Box 16

Oka - “Great White Father…” – Reference Material – Other – Articles.
  “Voice of the Vanishing Minority: Robert Sellar and the Huntingdon Gleaner, 1863-1919” (Robert Hill); “The Canadian Newspaper Industry’s Portrayal of the Oka Crisis” (Warren Skea); “The Treaties of 1760” (John Thompson); various excerpts from the Sessional Papers; “The Military Intervention in Oka” (Claude Beauregard); excerpt from “My Old People Say” (Catharine McClellan); “The Making of a Warrior” (Loreen Pindera); etc.

Oka - “Great White Father…” – Reference Material – Other – Michel Girard.
  “Some Thoughts on the Environmental History of the Oka Forest” [presentation] and “Etude historique sur la forêt du village d’Oka.”

  Communiqués from Indian and Northern Affairs; copy of “The Summer of 1990,” a report from the standing committee on Aboriginal Affairs; etc. Folder 2 contains news releases and clippings from the Department of National Defence.

  Correspondence and copy of her thesis, “La politique missionaire des sulpiciennes au XVIIe et debut du XVIIIe siècle, 1668-1735;” and her CHA presentation, “La politique
sulpicienne de gestion des terres amérindiennes au Lac-des-Deaux-Montagnes: 1725-1825.”

Address by Miller, made to the Rotary club, Saskatoon.

Oka – Whitney / Yale.
Ethics review for research required for chapter in proposed book: “Oka Crisis, Kanastake and Kahnawake,” in Yale Belanger and P. Whitney Lackenbauer (eds), Blockades or Breakthroughs? Aboriginal Peoples Confront the Canadian State, 1970-2007. Correspondence, various reference materials, including “Carrying the Burden of Peace: The Mohawks, the Canadian Forces, and the Oka Crisis” (P.W. Lackenbauer) and the introduction (Lackenbauer and Belanger).

“Aboriginal enfranchisement,” “Oka crisis,” “Indian treaties,” “Equal Rights Association,” “Native-newcomer relations,” “Royal proclamation of 1763,” and “Residential schools,” all by Miller; together with a draft of “Assembly of First Nations” (Tony Hall).

Originally presented to the “Canada at the End of Empire” conference; revised for publication.

Box 17

Published in the Star Phoenix as one of a series of five articles on privatization. File includes the newspaper articles; copies of “Co-operation, Not Privatization, is ‘The Saskatchewan Way’” (Brett Fairbairn); “Privatization and the Decline of Democratic Public Life in Saskatchewan” (David Laycock); untitled paper by Beth Bilson (published under the headline, “Privatization may have negative long-term effects.”

Part of Reading Beyond Words: Content for Native History (Jennifer Brown and Elizabeth Vibert, eds).
Includes copy of “Researching Residential Schools: What’s Appropriate?” a presentation Miller gave to the Colloquium Series at the University of Saskatchewan.

“Researching the History of Indian Residential Schools: Difficulties and Benefits.” – 1990
Published in Canadian Review of Social Policy; originally presented at the Multidisciplinary Workshop on Historical Research Concerning Children and Youth.
   Entry in The Canadian Encyclopedia.

   Entries for the New Book of Knowledge and the World Book Encyclopaedia.

   Published in Quarterly of Canadian Studies.

“The State, The Church, and Indian Residential Schools in Canada.”
   See below, Conferences – Queen’s conference.

   First published in the Dalhousie Review; subsequently published in Readings in Canadian History, Post-Confederation.

“Victoria’s ‘Red Children’: The ‘Great White Queen Mother’ and Native-Newcomer Relations in Canada.” – 2006.
   Published in Native Studies Review.

   Published in Scholarly Publishing.

2.2 Books

   Folder 2 includes reviewer assessments and response.

Box 18

Equal Rights… - Revised. – 2 folders.

Equal Rights… – Correspondence and Illustrations. – textual records, 14 photographs.
   Reviews, royalty statements, correspondence from readers, etc.

Equal Rights… - Index.

Equal Rights… - Proofs. – 3 folders.
   Manuscript at various stages of proofreading and copyediting.

Lethal Legacy: Current Native Controversies in Canada.
Lethal… - Correspondence.

Lethal… - Correspondence – Illustrations.  

Reflections on Native-Newcomer Relations: Selected Essays. – 2 folders.

Reflections… - Correspondence. – 2 folders.

Primarily with UT Press, including contract; with archives regarding permission for use of images; etc.

Reflections… - Proofreading Notes.

2.3 Book Reviews

Book reviews generally contain correspondence with the journal; drafts; may include offprints; and may include correspondence with the author.


Includes reviews of Rene Fumoleau, As long as this Land Shall Last; George Woodcock, Gabriel Dumont; Frank Epp, Mennonites in Canada; James MacGregor, Father Lacombe; Paul Cruncan, Priests and Politicians; Manoly Lupul, The Roman Catholic Church and the North-West School Question; Brown and Cook (eds), Canada 1896-1921: A Nation Transformed; Peter Waite, Canada 1874-1896: Arduous Destiny; DG Creighton, Toward the Discovery of Canada.


Includes reviews of Bercuson et al, The Great Brain Robbery; Eileen Pettigrew, The Silent Enemy: Canada and the Deadly Flu of 1918; Murphy et al, Brian Mulroney: The Boy from Baie-Comeau; David Mitchell, WAC: Bennett and the Rise of British Columbia; Sally Weaver, Making Canadian Indian Policy; Pierre Savard, Aspects du Catholique canadien-francaise au XIXe siecle; Tom Flanagan, Louis ‘David’ Riel: Prophet of the New World; William Baker, Timothy Warren Anglin; Diane Norak (trans), The Heirs of Lord Durham; N. Penner, Keeping Canada together means changing our thinking.


Includes reviews of Hugh Dempsey, Gentle Persuader; George Woodcock’s translation of Métsis in the Canadian West; Westfall et al, Religion/Culture; Claude Bissell, The Imperial Canadian; Mary Smith, Prologue to Norman: The Canadian Bethunes; Ramsay Cook, The Regenerators; PB Waite, The Man From Halifax; Elinor Senior, Redcoats and Patriots; Graham Fraser, PQ: Rene Levesque and the Parti Quebecois in Power; Charles Lillard, Warriors of the North Pacific; Gilles Martel, Le Messiahisme de Louis Riel; Beranger and Guillaume (eds), Le facteur religieux en Amerique du nord.


Call Me Hank. – 2007.
“Riel and the Metis.”
Titley, Brian. The Indian Commissioners. – 2009.
Wiebe, Rudy. Big Bear. – 2009.
With Good Intentions. – 2007.
Words of the Huron. – 2007.

2.4 Conference Presentations, Other Lectures and Addresses

Presented to the 22nd convention of the North American Society for Sport History.
“Archivists, Historians, and Residential Schools.”

“Indian-White Relations in Canada: The Case of Residential Schooling.”

“While Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens, / They Can Fall. The Past and Future of Indian-White Relations in Canada.” Includes extensive correspondence with Peter Jull.

“Dealing with Residential School Survivors: Reconciliation in International Perspective.”

“Dealing with Residential School Survivors: Reconciliation in International Perspective.”
This paper was published in Australasian Canadian Studies vol. 26, no. 1. Drafts, correspondence; background materials including “Whatever Happened to Reconciliation?” (Patrick Dodson); “An analysis of Formal Apologies by Canadian Churches to First Nations” (Janet Bavelas); materials relating to reconciliation initiatives in South Africa, Australia, etc.

“Which ‘Native’ History? By Whom? For Whom?”


American Society for Ethnohistory. – 2007.


“Lobbying on Bill C-32,” presented at conference organized by the National Archives of Canada.

Presentation to the Distance Learning Course, Native Studies 100.6

“Bigotry in the North Atlantic Triangle: Irish, British and American Influences on Canadian Anti-Catholicism, 1850-1900.”

Birmingham. – 2011.
“Cultural Insecurity in the Peaceable Kingdom: Assimilation Policy and Government Propaganda” at the ‘Peace and (In)security: Canada’s Promise, Canada’s Problem’ conference, University of Birmingham, England. Reference materials includes
“Aboriginal Peoples and Canada’s Conscience” (Russell Barsh); “Visualizing Assimilation: State-Sponsored Photography in the Canadian West, 1890-1930;” “State-sponsored Photography and Assimilation Policy in Canada and New Zealand” (Angela Wanhalla)

Breakfast on the Hill. – 1996.
This seminar series is open to MPs, their assistants, civil servants, Senators, and representatives from NGOs. Miller’s presentation was “Current Issues in Aboriginal Affairs.”

‘Recasting Canadian History in the Wider World’ conference, Italy.

Bristol and Vimy. – 2007.
Relating to the ‘Defining the British World’ conference and subsequent tour.

British World Conference. – 2003.

Box 23

Includes “Performance, Politics and Representation: Aboriginals and the 1860 Royal Tour of Canada” (Ian Radforth); Miller’s commentary on papers by Smith and Behiels; commentary, “Missions and Canadian National Identities” [see below, York University Conference]; “Aboriginal Nationalism in the Ascendancy” (Michael Behiels); reference materials, including excerpts from And No One Cheered; various on Nahnebahwequay; various on ‘other pilgrimages to London;’ various on Joseph Brant’s first trip to London; etc.

Buffalo Province Conference. – 2007.

Calgary Legal Conference. – 2003.
Cambridge and Continent. – 2006.

“First Nations Law and Indian Act Laws.”

“Canada’s Residential Schools: How Did We Get Here?” – 2009.
Given to the U of S Alumni and Friends All-Years Reunion.

“Canada’s Residential Schools: How Did We Get Here?” – 2010.
Presentation to Session of the Independent Assessment Process, Saskatoon

Includes bands by Treaty, 2001 census figures, adhesion dates.

Canada’s Treaty Making Tradition – Overheads. – textual records, 2 CDs.

Regarding the residential school litigation and financial liability. Drafts, text, and correspondence.

Includes “Researching Residential Schools: What’s Appropriate?” “Native Residential Schools in Historical Context;” correspondence, etc.

“(Great White) Father Knows Best: Oka and the Land Claims Process in the Twentieth Century.”

Includes Miller’s notes; “Negotiating Dominion and Resistance: Indigenous People and Colonial Treaty Making in British West Africa and Upper Canada” (Bonny Ibhawoh); “A Look at Two Crucial Documents in the Development of Canadian Indian Policy” (Ted Binnema); “Canada’s Aboriginal Organizations and the Process of Constitutional Reform, 1968-1982” (Michael Behiels and Robert Talbot)


CHACMOOL Conference. – 1997.

CHEA Conference. – 1990.

Chiniki Lecture. – 2008.
“Compact, Contract, Covenant: Canada’s Treaty-Making Tradition.” Annual lecture sponsored by the University of Calgary History Graduate Students’ Union.
CLA Presentation. – 1997.
Presentation as part of the Canadian Library Association’s conference, Reinventing Libraries. Miller spoke on “Residential Schools.” File includes organizational materials regarding the conference; some correspondence; but does not include text of the talk.

Congress 1997.

Congress 2000.

Congress 2003.
Includes “How to read Aboriginal legal texts from Upper Canada,” (Mark Walters); “To hold a little paper talk,” (Norman Sheilds); “Aboriginal Canadians and the Development of Canada’s Indian Act, 1868-1876” (Ted Binnema); Miller’s notes and introduction.

Congress 2004.
Includes Miller’s commentary notes.

Congress 2009.

Culliton Lecture. – 2003. – textual records, 2 CDs.
“How to read Aboriginal legal texts from Upper Canada,” (Mark Walters); “To hold a little paper talk,” (Norman Sheilds); “Aboriginal Canadians and the Development of Canada’s Indian Act, 1868-1876” (Ted Binnema); Miller’s notes and introduction.

Department of Justice Forum. – 2007.
“Sui Generis Litigation: Reconciling History and Law” conference. Includes correspondence, background materials; text of talk; etc.

Presentation to the Western Regional Conference of Faculty Associations. Includes correspondence, drafts, and reference materials: “The Next Labour Crisis” (Rona Maynard); “Funding Crisis” (Janis Connolly); “Academic Democracy Threatened – The Case of Boston University” (Joseph Agassi); “Summary of ‘the Changing Academic Market Place’” (AUCC); “Learning to Deal with Employees as Investments;” etc.


Part of the University’s 19th Annual Academic Talents program.
“From Massey to Metamorphosis?: Canada’s Granting Councils in the Human Sciences.”

Historical Research.

All-day workshop, for the Board of Education, Sioux Lookout, Ontario.
Includes copy of “Together We’re Better: A Report on Race Relations in Sioux Lookout, Ontario.” Folder 2 includes copy of “While Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens/They Can Fall: The Past and Future of Indian-White Relations in Canada;” “Community Empowerment: The Need for Political Analysis” (Ronald Labonte); “Medical Empowerment of the Elderly” (Marshall Kapp); “The Philosophical Foundation of Empowerment” (Phillip Clark); etc.

Aboriginal Policy Research Conference.

Presentation to ‘From Many Peoples, Strength’ conference.

Presented at the ‘As long as the sun shines: AFN-Canada Treaty Implementation’ conference.

INAC Presentation. – 2002.
“Native Residential Schools.” Includes correspondence and copy of powerpoint presentation.

Box 25

Paper presented at the biennial conference of the Association for Canadian Studies in Australia and New Zealand, 1986. Includes correspondence; copy of “A Cree Nurse in a Cradle of Methodism…” (Jennifer Brown); etc.

Presented at the CHA.

Keenan Lecture. – 2007. – textual records, CD.
Correspondence; page proofs of lecture (published by STM; presented as part of the Michael Keenan Memorial Lecture series).
Keewatin Country Graduate Student History Conference. – 2010.

“Learning Historical Literacy.”

Macdonald Conference. – 2011.
Macdonald as Minister of Indian Affairs: The Shaping of Canadian Indian Policy.”
Includes considerable reference materials, “Framed to Meet the Views of the Indians: The Development of the Indian Act, 1868-1876” (Ted Binnema); “John A. Macdonald and Aboriginal Canada” (Donald Smith); and “John A. Macdonald, the Young Non-Politician” (JK Johnson).

Mackenzie King Colloquium. – 1974.

Panel on “Riel and the Historians.”

Includes “Immigration Policy: to Heed or Ignore our History?”

3rd annual Canadian Conference on Multiculturalism.

Miller’s notes as session commentator; papers “Transient Legal Spaces: Race and Identity in Aboriginal Policy in Canada, the US, and Australia” (Camie Augustus); “Legislating Memory: Managing Native American cultural Resources” (Rebecca Andersen); “Métis and Mestiza Autobiography, Racial Formation, and the State” (Sheila Contreras).

Address to the Canadian Institute for International Affairs, Calgary Branch.

The Culliton Lecture, University of Saskatchewan.

Includes overheads. Presented at College of Law Culliton Lecture; includes “Thoughts on Reconciliation,” presented at “Reconciliation: Taking Wrongs Seriously” conference, Winnipeg.

Box 26

The colloquium, “Improving the Educational Outcomes of Aboriginal People Living Off-Reserve: A Discussion of Delivery Models” was in partnership with OFL, the provincial
ministry of Education, and the Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School of Public Policy. Miller’s presentation was “Reconciliation and Public Education.”


“Confederation and Regional Equity.” Text, notes, background materials, etc.

Organizational materials related to an address given Red Lake Indian Friendship Centre, Red Lake, Ontario; does not include text of lecture.

Conference held at the University of Saskatchewan.

Conference on ‘Academic Freedom: The History and Future of a Defining Idea,’ sponsored by the Humanities Research Unit, University of Saskatchewan. Folder includes the conference program and clippings, as well as Miller’s address and a copy of “Conflicting Liberties: Academic Freedom and Restrictions on Freedom of Expression” (author not identified) and “Theory, Freedom and the University” (Len Findlay).

Quebec Nationalism and Economic Regionalism.

Miller’s conference presentation, “A Project of Throne and Altar: Canada’s Native Residential Schools,” resulted in the chapter “The State, the Church, and Indian Residential Schools in Canada” in Marguerite Van Die (ed.), Religion and Public Life in Canada (see above, Articles).

Queen’s Presentation. – 2007.

“Researching the History of Indian Residential Schools: Difficulties and Benefits.”

Given as part of the colloquium series at the University of Saskatchewan. Includes photocopies of photographs from various archives; materials relating to other speakers in the series; consent forms used by Miller for oral history interviews; drafts and final copy of talk; etc.

“Saskatchewan’s Treaty Tradition.” – textual records, CD.
Includes overheads
Skipfest. – 2007. – textual records, 2 photographs.

Skip’s Symposium. – 2008. – 3 folders.
  Princeton workshop, ‘Writing and Rewriting native History and Why it Matters.’
  Includes “Canada’s Native Languages: The Right of First Nations to Education Their Children in Their Own Languages” (David Leitch); “Ethnohistorical Evidence and First Nations, Métis, and Tribal Claims in North America” (Arthur Ray);
  “History/Anthropology/Archaeology and the Non-recognition of Aboriginal Title in British Columbia” (Susan Roy); “Letters from the (Northwest Coast) Field: TF McIlwraith, and Harlan I. Smith’s Fieldwork Practices – and Why they Matter” (Dianne Newell); “Evidence, Exclusive Occupancy, and History in Indian Land Claims” (Christian McMillen); “Text and Context: Historical Research and Judicial Interpretation of Early Canadian Treaties” (JR Miller); “American Indians and the American Legal System” (Fred Hoxie). Reference materials in folder 3 include the decision in R. v. Marshall; Delgamuukw v. British Columbia; etc.

Box 27

  Background materials regarding the conference, at which Miller spoke on regionalism and French-Canadian nationalism as background factors in the constitutional debate.

  Presented to the joint annual meeting of the Canadian Catholic Historical Association and Canadian Society of Church Historians.

TRC Conference, Nipissing University. – 2010.
  “The Long and Winding Road to a Truth and Reconciliation Commission.”


  “Canada’s Treaty-Making Tradition.” Includes preliminary discussion paper;


  Presented to the Western Regional Conference of Faculty Associations.


Visioning Workshop. – 4-5 December 2003.
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada.

Given as part of the “Greystone Course.”

Grant proposal, etc.

Western Deans [of Arts and Science Conference]. – 2008.
“So What’s a White Guy Like You Doing Researching Residential Schools?”

Drafts; some clippings; lists of potential illustrative materials; etc. Includes correspondence with the Glenbow, regarding organizational details, tracking a photo source, and the potential for an exhibit.

Winnipeg Conference. – May 1990.
“History and empowerment.”

Winnipeg Conference – Children. – February 1990.
“History of Indian Residential Schools: Summary of Research in Progress.”

Box 28

Regarding the SSHRC application process. Includes presentation, some correspondence.

York University Conference. – 1999.
Commentary: “Missions & Canadian National Identities.”

2.5 Native Studies Review – Editor

The files in this subseries are from a special thematic issue of Native Studies Review, which Miller edited. The papers originated in the Native-Newcomer Relations: Treaty-Making in Canadian History Conference Miller organized and chaired at University of Saskatchewan; and were subsequently revised for publication.

The files by article title normally include correspondence with the author; drafts; etc.

“After Ryswick: the Five Nations Iroquois in French Diplomacy, 1699-1701.”
Article by Dale Miquelon.
Article by Richard Price.

Correspondence.
Initial correspondence with Native Studies Review, authors. Includes copy of conference program.

Correspondence – Copyeditor.

Correspondence – Referees.

Article by Stephen Patterson.

Final Review Copy.
Final typeset manuscript; with correspondence.

“Men of their own blood’: Metis Intermediaries and the Numbered Treaties.”
Article by Allyson Stevenson.

“Moving on Up: The Rationale for, and Consequences of, the Escalation Clause in the Robinson Treaties.”
Article by Janet Chute.

“Tipahamatoowin or Treaty 4? Speculations on Alternative Texts.”
Article by John Milloy.

“We Want a Strong Promise’: The Opposition to Indian Treaties in British Columbia, 1850-1990.”
Article by Hamar Foster.

3. Assessments – Peer Review

3.1 Assessments - Article and Book Manuscripts


For The Canadian Historical Review.
   For *The Canadian Historical Review*.


Box 29

   For *The Canadian Historical Review*.

   For UBC Press.

   For *Papers of the Algonquin Conference*.

Byers, Michael and Jean-Guy Quenneville. “Métis Self-Government on the North-West Frontier 1864 to 1875.” - 1990
   For *The Canadian Historical Review*.

   For *Studies in Comparative International Development*.

   Assessments of “From Longhouse to Schoolhouse: The Mohawk Institute, 1834-1970” (Jennifer Pettit); “Rights and Resources: A Comparison of Native/Government Resource Relations in the Treaty Ten and Lake Superior Chippewa Ceded Territory” (Anthony Gulig); “The ‘White Problem’ – State Racism and the Decline of Aboriginal Employment in 20th Century British Columbia” (John Lutz). All three had been presented as papers at the CHA in Calgary, and Miller had been commentator for that session. Those comments are also included.


   For the Aid to Scholarly Publications programme.

For the *Canadian Native Law Reporter*.


For the *Canadian Historical Review*.

For the Aid to Scholarly Publications programme.


Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy.

For the Canadian Catholic Historical Association.

For UT Press.

For *The Canadian Historical Review*.


   For the Aid to Scholarly Publications programme.

Box 30


   For the Saskatchewan Law Review.


   For The Canadian Historical Review.


   For CCHA Historical Studies.

   For Acadiensis.

   For the Native Studies Review.


“‘It is scarcely to be believed…’ The Mississauga Indians and the Grape Island Mission, 1826-1836.” – 1994.
   For The Canadian Geographer.


    For *The Canadian Historical Review*.


“Making Patronage the Servant of Party.”


    For *Canadian Journal of Education*.


    For *The Canadian Historical Review*.


    For *The Canadian Historical Review*.


    For the *Canadian Native Law Reporter*.


    For *The Canadian Historical Review*.


* Saskatchewan Law Review. – 1992.*
Review of paper concerning the status of Aboriginal communities in Quebec.

For UT Press.

For the Journal of Canadian Studies.


For *Recherches Amerindiennes au Quebec.*


*Trick or Treaty No. 9? Making the Agreement to Share the Land in Far Northern Ontario in 1905.* – 2009. – 2 folders.

For *Canadian Ethnic Studies.*


For the *Native Studies Review*.

Waiser, WA. *The Field Naturalist*.

Walls, Martha. “‘there is no need of a chief for this band’: Maritime Mi’kmaq and the Federal Electoral System.” – 2008.


### 3.2 Assessments – Grants and Awards Applications

*Grant information is restricted; please consult with an archivist.*


Materials relating to the award of the Harold Adams Innis, and the Jean-Charles-Falardeau prizes. Miller served as president of the adjudication jury.

Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC) – Canadian Graduate Award Programs Selection Committee. – 1986-1991. – 6 folders.

Miller was chair of the committee during this period. Folders include correspondence, statistics, lists of award recipients, available awards; etc.


Killam Research Fellowship. – 2006.


Box 32

Box 33


4. Associations and External Committees

Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) - Committee of Inquiry. – 1990-1996. Regarding the Department of English, Lethbridge; cancelled.

Canadian Historical Association – 1996. Held at Brock University.


Canadian Historical Association – Congress. – 2002. Regarding two roundtable discussions: on public policy and, more extensively, on residential school litigation and the impact on religious archives; and includes the letter sent on behalf of CHA to the federal government on this school issue. Includes “You are my Witnesses: The Future of the Anglican Archives Network” (Terry Thompson); and “Research in the Social Sciences and Humanities in the Face of the Events of September 11th” (Doré Dunn, SSHRC).


*Canadian Historical Review* – Editorial Advisory Board. – 1988-1991. – 3 folders. Miller served as chair during this period. Includes correspondence, lists of accepted articles, books reviews, budgets, etc.


Royal Society of Canada. – 1998-2010. – 5 folders. – textual records, 2 photographs; 1 disc. - RESTRICTED. Correspondence, minutes, etc., relating to the work of the Society; nominations; etc.

Folder 1: Box 33

Folders 2-5: Box 34

Royal Society of Canada - Peter Li. – 2008-2009.

5. Clippings

Materials on university funding; research; enrolment; and issues related to post-secondary education, primarily but not exclusively in Canada. In addition to clippings, includes some correspondence; newsletters; summary of “The Changing Academic Market Place” (AUCC); and “History and Rationale of the Affirmative Action Program, College of Arts and Science” (GS Basran); “Intellectual Roots of Innovation: Some Myths and Some Facts, with Implications for the Third Millenium” (Ashok Vijh); “Rethinking Teacher Education” (U of S College of Ed); “Presidential Searches and the Discovery of Organizational Goals” (Robert Birnbaum); “The Ups and Downs of Deaning” (Henry Rosovsky); “Why Can’t Women Read Roadmaps” (Arthur Kaptainis); etc. Includes clippings on Philippe Rushton, the Diefenbaker Centre, the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College (now First Nations University of Canada); Slowpoke; various position descriptions; etc.

Box 35

Includes postings from H-Net, the Canadian History listserv; theatre programs (“Dust and Dreams”) postcards and other ephemera, including a Foodland shopping bag with a picture of Cabot and ‘the slogan ‘a proud partner in history’ from Newfoundland; “The Construction of ‘Official’ Histor in the Canadian Pictorial and Illustrated War News: ‘A Complete Letterpress and Illustrated History of the Late North-West Rebellion’.” (Gillian Poulter); “Appropriation of Social Landscape: Anglican Missionary Women in Canada’s North, 1860-1940” (Myra Rutherford); “Bob Boyer: A Blanket Statement;” “The Land God Gave His Children;” etc. See also below, “Doing History.”

Similar content to “Doing Canadian History” (above). Includes postings from Native-L; “Trying to Understand and Explain: The role of Intellectuals in Society” (honorary degree address by Fernand Ouellet); excerpts from The Story of Canada; “Oral Traditions and Written Accounts: An Incident from the Klondike Gold Rush” (Julie Cruikshank); excerpts from A Bend in the River and The Enigma of Arrival; “Transcending the ‘unacknowledged quarantine’: Putting Religion into English-Canadian Women’s History” (Ruth Compton Brouwer); a copy of Heritage Post, a newsletter for teachers, including an article on Heritage Minutes; “Memoirs and Memories” (Escott Reid); “Fragmented Past, Fragmented Future” (Michael Bliss); etc.
Clippings, brief articles, conference brochures and other ephemera.

6. Lectures / Courses Taught

6.1 Classes


Folder 1: lectures 1 – 14 (rediscovery of America to the fall of New France)

Box 36

Folder 2: lectures 15-24 (British North America to Durham and Union) 
Folder 3: lectures 25-26; unnumbered lectures


Box 37


History 208 – Lectures.

History 208.6 – Lectures. – 5 folders.

Box 38

History 223.6 – Exams.


   Includes some background articles, clippings, etc.; materials relating to residential schools issue; etc.

History 301 – Indian-White Relations in Canada. – 1974-1989. – 8 folders. – Folder 8 – RESTRICTED.
   Note: this course is numbered variously 254, 301A, 301B, 301.3, etc.

History 301 – Materials, Maps & Exams.
   Notes, background materials, etc.

Box 39


History 305 – Student Work. - 1995. – RESTRICTED.


   Includes materials relating to establishment of the course.

   This course was never given; file contains background materials relating to the course development.


Box 40

   Previously History 407/807.

History 850 – Studies in General Canadian History. – 2008-2011. – 3 folders. – RESTRICTED.


History 859 – Treaties Seminar – Student Work. – 2007-2008. 2 folders. – RESTRICTED.

History 859 – Post-Confederation Canadian History. – 2007.

History 859 – Post-Confederation Canadian History – Student Work, - 2007. – RESTRICTED.


   Background materials; discussions from H-NET; exams.

History 898 – Treaties Course. – 2001. – RESTRICTED.

Canadian Historiography.

Common Deficiencies in 208 Essays.

Essays – Instructions.

Examination Questions.
   From various courses.

Graduate Students. 1991-1999. – RESTRICTED.
   Letters of reference, etc.

How-to; Style Material; etc.

Other People’s Course Outlines. – 2 folders.

Reading Notes – Seminar.

Select Bibliography of Canadian History Since Confederation. – [ca. 1971-1973].

Student Miscellaneous. – RESTRICTED.
Various forms; correspondence; etc.

Teaching Slides. – 55 slides.
Images from the Notman collection, Trudel, stones of Parliament.

Trent 1971 Lectures.

6.2 Class Evaluations.


History 206 – Professor-Administered Questionnaire. – 1972-73.

History 206 Questionnaire.

History 208 – Professor-Administered Questionnaire. – 1973-74,


History 208 – Questionnaire. – 1974-75.


History 208 – USSU Evaluation. – 1975-76.

History 208 – Evaluation. – 1978-79


History 305B Evaluation. – 1978-79


7. Projects

Includes “Manifestations of Power: Native Resistance to the Resettlement of British Columbia” (Bruce Stadfeld).

Birchall Case.


Canadian Origins of the Social Gospel.

Great War.

Various clippings; “A Native Viewpoint” (Georges Erasmus); “Ecological Change and Indian-White Relations” (Richard White and William Cronon); “Outback Internationalism: The Wider World of Northern Development” and “Lessons from Indigenous Peoples” (Peter Jull); “How Animal Rights Threaten the Veterinary Profession” (Ann McWilliams); the Graham Spry lecture by Miles Richardson; “The Indian’s Interpretation of Man and Nature” and “Canadian Indian Religion” (Diamond Jenness); “The American Indian as Hunter” (John Witthoft); excerpts from Ethics for Environment: Three Religious Strategies; correspondence with Peter Jull and Ken Coates; etc.

Includes “Parallels in Aboriginal Land Policy in Canada and South Africa,” (Richard Bartlett); “The Future of Federalism and Indigenous Peoples in Australia and Canada” (Peter Jull); “‘We are well as we are’: An Indian Critique of Seventeenth-Century Christian Missions” (James Ronda); “Anti-Catholicism, Indian Education and Thomas Jefferson Morgan, Commissioner of Indian Affairs” (Burton Smith); “The Impact of European Settlement on the Indigenous Peoples of Australia, New Zealand, and British Columbia: Some Comparative Dimensions” (Robin Fisher); “Good Christians and useful workers: Aborigines, church and state in NSW 1870-1883” (Ann Curthoys); course proposal for “Indigenous Peoples of the Fourth World” in Native Studies; etc.

Loyalty cry.

“Moral Equivalent of the CPR” – New Definition of Reform.

Various materials, including text of Bill Waiser’s presentation, “The 1885 Indian Resistance,” the Oral Traditions Conference; “Anthropology and Indian Claims Legislation: Problems, Opportunities, and Recommendations” (Nancy Oestreich Lurie); “Researching the History of Indian Residential Schools: Difficulties and Benefits” (Miller); “Where Myth Meets History” (Walter Hildebrandt); “Savaged Souls” (Catherine Rodd); “Paradise Lost?” (Kenneth Whyte); “Outrage: Natives Challenge Study of Sacred Bones” (Mary Malone); notes for a presentation to History 887 and
materials relating to History 301; “A ‘Work in Progress’: The Emergence of Indian History as a Professional Field” (Donald Parman and Catherine Price); Dobbin and Flanagan’s “criticism and response” regarding Riel; etc.

Native People and Education. - 1994.

Partyism.

   Includes correspondence.

Quebec Minority and Bill 22.


   Includes “Aboriginal Rights in Canada: Historical Perspectives on Recent Developments and the Implications for Australia” and “Canada and Australia: Some Future Directions from Historical Perspectives” (both by Bruce Hodgins); correspondence.

8. Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)

This series is restricted; please consult with an archivist.

8.1 General


Adjudication Committee Meetings. – 1999-2000. – 2 folders.
   Observations on the 2000 meetings; includes manual for adjudication committee members, notes from the 1999 meetings, and “Report of the Research and Dissemination Committee on the Revitalization of Peer Review.”

Briefing Material.

   Submitted by SIFC.
Committee on Research and Dissemination – 7th Meeting. – March 2001.


Correspondence. – 143 folders.
   Folders 1-9: Box 44
   Folders 10-14: Box 45

Correspondence – Laurentian 2002.

Council Working Group on SIGs and ASUs. – 2000.

   Proposal under Community-University Alliance, submitted by Clem Chartier and Frank Tough.


Ethics of Psychological Research.
   Report by John Adair.

   Report by Brenda Beagan.


Executive Committee – Teleconference. – February 2003.

Executive Committee – Teleconference. – April 2003.

Executive Committee – Videoconference. – September 2003.


   Correspondence; powerpoint.
   Final Report.

Governance Study.

Humanities and Canada Research Chairs. – 2002.

Interim Standing Committee on Research Support (First Meeting). – 2001.
Interim Standing Committee on Research Support (Second Meeting). – 2002.

Initiative on the New Economy. – 2001. – textual records, 2 CDs.
   Promotional/explanatory materials sent out by SSHRC.

Interagency Advisory Panel on Research Ethics. – 2 folders.

   Reports.

Meeting of the Standing Committee on Fellowships and Career Development – 2002.

Meeting of the Standing Committee on Fellowships and Career Development – 2003. – 3 folders.
   Folder 1: Box 46
   Folders 2-3: Box 47

Box 47

Meeting of the Standing Committee on Fellowships and Career Development - 2004

   Includes “Responsible Research with First Nations Communities;” “The Kahnawake
   Schools Diabetes Prevention Project;” “Research Involving Aboriginal Individuals and
   Communities: Genetics as a Focus.”


   Correspondence, draft reports, copy of “A Closer Look,” a manual for adjudication
   committee members.

Proposed Strategic Research Initiative Related to Aboriginal Peoples: Synthesis of Aboriginal
   and Non-Aboriginal Briefs. – 2002.

Research and Dissemination Committee – Meeting – 1999.

Research and Dissemination Committee – Teleconference. – 2000.

**Box 48**

Research Involving Aboriginal Individuals and Communities: Genetics as a Focus. – 1999.
Draft report of proceedings, workshop of the consent committee, National Council on Ethics in Human Research.


Science and Research Committee – Correspondence and Teleconference. – 2000.


Specialized Collections Committee – Fleeting Opportunities. – 1991.

Specialized Collections Committee – Fleeting Opportunities. – 1992.


Special Meeting. – December 2003.

**Box 49**

SSHRC – 82nd Meeting. – 1999.


**Box 50**

Agenda book; correspondence.

SSHRC – 89th Meeting. – 2002. – 2 folders.

SSHRC – 90th Meeting. – 2002. – 2 folders.

SSHRC – 92nd Meeting. – 2003. – 2 folders.


Box 51


Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Allegations of Scholarly Misconduct. – 2004-2005.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Cases. – 2001.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Correspondence. – 2 folders.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity - Integrity Case. – 2000. – CLOSED.

Materials for a teleconference meeting.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Mandate.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – October 1999.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – 4 March 2000.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity - Meeting – 24-25 November 2000. – 2 folders.

Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting/Teleconference – March/April 2001.


Box 52

Box 53
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – September 2001.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – March 2003.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – 18 October 2003.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – 1-2 December 2004.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – 12 March 2005.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Teleconference – 21 July 2005.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Teleconference – 24 January 2006.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Meeting – 21 October 2006.
Standing Committee on Ethics and Integrity – Misconduct relating to doctoral fellowship. – 2004.

**Box 54**

### 8.2 Published


Budgets and Financial Reports.

Collaborative Research.

Council of Science and Technology Directory.

Innovation Strategy.


Miscellaneous.

Reports on graduate education, health research; digital infrastructure; social statistics;

Promotional / Information Packets.

From various sources.
9. University of Saskatchewan

9.1 General


Committee to Revise the Curriculum of the College of Arts and Science. – 1986. Miller chaired this committee.

Committee on the Revision of the Curriculum – CEPT Results. – 1985. – RESTRICTED. Regarding the “College English Placement Test,” and a report prepared by Michael Murphy, College of Education.

Committee on the Revision of the Curriculum – Correspondence and Reference.


Committee on the Revision of the Curriculum – Members.

Committee on the Revision of the Curriculum – Memoranda.


Committee on the Revision of the Curriculum – Resignation. – 1987. Includes “summary of public responses” to provincial ministerial consultation meetings on post-secondary education. Miller’s resignation was due to his impending leave.

Committee on Honours, Advanced, and Combined Courses. – 1976-1977. – RESTRICTED.

Committee on the Revision of the Curriculum – Special Meeting of Faculty.
Dean’s Advisory Committee. – 2004.


Faculty Awards Committee. – 2001-2003.


Correspondence concerning a conference at the University.

Identity and Diversity Theme Committee.


Brenda Macdougall. – RESTRICTED.


Messer Fund.

A discussion group formed by Miller to “forge more links and encourage more discussion about research among people who are interested in some aspect of Native-Newcomer history.”
Folders 1-2: Box 56
Folders 3-5: Box 57

Box 57

Native Studies. – 2000-2004. – RESTRICTED.

President’s Review Committee. – 1986-1989. – 2 folders. - RESTRICTED


Includes Report of the Special Committee on Class Evaluation in the College of Arts and Science; Special Committee to Review the progress of Implementation of the Report of the Council on Committee on Student Participation; Interim Report of the Joint Committee on Organization and Structure; First Report of the Committee on the Role of the University in the Community; Report of the Senior Committee on Studies on the Proliferation of Degrees and Certificates.


Saskatchewan Centre of Aboriginal Learning and Research. – 1999.


Includes correspondence with Gerhard Herzberg, Sheila Watson, Helen Sorokin, Ancel Keys, Alan Walker, and others invited to speak; as well as promotional materials for the lectures. Miller served as chair of this committee.

Box 58

9.2 Department of History

Please note departmental minutes, etc., may be found in the Department of History fonds.

Notices of meetings, notices of colloquia, budget information, University-wide initiatives, correspondence with departmental colleagues, etc. Includes some Executive Committee minutes; see also below.
Folders 1-13: Box 58
Folders 14-18: Box 59
Folders 19-25: Box 60

Box 59

Box 60

Department – General – Restricted.
Classics Negotiations. – 1996.

Curriculum Committee. – 8 folders.

CV Update and Salary Review. – 12 folders.
   Folders 1-4: Box 61
   Folders 5-12: Box 62

Departmental Descriptions.
   Overview of the department’s courses.


Executive Committee Minutes.

Graduate Committee. – RESTRICTED. – 2 folders.
   Materials relating to specific students is restricted.

Grievance. – RESTRICTED.
   Materials relating to a grievance filed against the department by one of its faculty.

Instructional Committee.

Search Committees, Promotion and Tenure Cases. – 8 folders. – RESTRICTED.

Search Committee – Canadian Search. – RESTRICTED.

Teaching Evaluations. - 2 folders.
   Records relating particularly to the increased requirements of the new University standards (post 1994) regarding peer-evaluation of faculty teaching. Course outlines, handouts, comments, and in some cases, replies to the peer evaluation.

9.3 Leave – Canadian Studies Visiting Professor, Japan

Business File. – 1981-

Clippings – General.
Clippings – Japan and Japanese Canadians.

Clippings – Textbook Controversy.
Includes drafts of “What’s in a Word? Or How I Learned to Stop Worrying About Education and Love Japanese Bureaucracy.”

Report, plus copy of lectures, articles, etc. prepared during tenure.

David Smith preceded Miller as Visiting Professor, from 1981-1982.

Government of Canada Awards. – RESTRICTED.

International Christian University. – RESTRICTED.

My Experiences at Keio.

Notes and Handouts.

“The Persistence of Regionalism in Canada.”

Reports, Papers, Lectures, etc. – Originals.
See also “Final Report.”

Sapporo.

Tsukuba. – 2 folders. – RESTRICTED.

Visiting Professor – General.
Includes “A Japan Diary.”

10. University of Saskatchewan Faculty Association

Please note minutes of general meetings may be found in the USFA fonds.
Grievance files are closed; please consult with an archivist.

Arbitration. – 1988-89. - RESTRICTED
Material relating to arbitration of J.R. Miller’s grievance.

Arbitration workshops. – 1979. – 2 folders
Blanchetot, Alan. – 1996. – RESTRICTED.


Correspondence. – 1989-1998. – 2 folders.
   Includes clippings, memoranda, correspondence, etc.

Emma Lake. – 1985-1986
   Material relating to a Faculty Association retreats, including paper by Miller (1983?)
   called “Saskatchewan and CAUT” and other background material re the Canadian
   Association of University Teachers.

Faculty Association. – 1984-1989. – 5 folders. – RESTRICTED
   In addition to USFA newsletters and other general material, includes correspondence
   about negotiations, faculty strike in 1988, and grievances and other material relating to
   individual faculty.

Grievance Committee. – 1976- 1996. – 4 folders. – RESTRICTED.

Grievances – Individual. – 12 folders. - RESTRICTED
   E.J. Abramson. – 1980
   Carlson & Brown. - 1986
   MacLachlan letter. – 1980
   T.K.S. Mukkur. – 1977-1979
   John S. Owen. – ca. 1976-1979. – 2 folders
   R. Paulton. – 1979. – 2 folders


Grievance Committee - Senior Grievance Officer. – 1978-1979. – RESTRICTED


   Includes a brief summary of the origins of the USFA; Vox, issue 1, “Collective
   Bargaining in a University Setting,” Vox issue 3, with Miller’s “The Process of
   Disillusionment, or Why I gave up on ‘Issues and Options’”;” and a copy of his
   Governing the University in the 1990s.”
   Overheads; information concerning workshop.

Joint Committee for the Management of the Agreement. – 1978-1980. – RESTRICTED

Negotiating Caucus. – 1985-1986
   Minutes, correspondence, notes re items for negotiation, etc.

Strike. – 1988. – RESTRICTED
   Primarily clippings; includes some individual correspondence including re Miller’s participation in the strike.

Study session. – 1986-1987. - RESTRICTED
   Material re study sessions, and Miller’s resignation from the Negotiating Caucus following reports of a one-on-one bargaining session.

USFA Executive – 1973-1975. – 4 folders. – RESTRICTED.

   Files for 1975-1977 include materials relating to certification.


USFA – CAUT Relations. – 1983.
   Includes materials on the Western Regional Meeting of Faculty Associations.


